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I applaud and thank the FTC staff who demanded and secured historic relief in the settlement of this matter: a requirement that Williams-Sonoma submit an annual certification, under the penalty of perjury, as to its compliance with the settlement’s terms and maintenance of sufficient controls to ensure compliance; a $3,175,387 civil penalty,¹ the largest ever in our decades of policing “Made in USA” deception; and an admission by Williams-Sonoma that all the allegations in the complaint are true. Building on the solid relief that the FTC has won in recent Made-in-USA matters,² this settlement sets a new standard for excellence in enforcement and underscores that robust injunctive and monetary relief are the consequences facing those whose deception undercuts American producers and workers. Although not necessary under the unique facts of this matter, in my view, notice to deceived consumers and individual liability for responsible executives are additional consequences that we will pursue whenever appropriate. Both through our new rule outlawing deceptive “Made in USA” labeling and in our vigorous law-enforcement efforts, which include special attention to claims made by those previously caught deceiving consumers, the FTC’s work to deter false claims and put a stop to wrongdoers is growing steadily stronger. This strengthening is the product of thoughtful policy conversations and tenacious work by our talented staff. Americans expect that “Made in USA” means what it says, and this action helps ensure that, when the claim is made by honest businesses, it retains its enormously valuable meaning to American consumers. I am profoundly grateful for and proud of this work.
